Meeting 5 agenda: Changing it up

1. **Announce the meeting time**
The meeting will be ____ minutes. (Set the timer.)

2. **Check-in round**
How are you feeling today?

3. **Share gratitudes**
What’s going well in our group? (Raised hands.)

4. **Check in on proposals (starting with 2nd meeting)**
How are our proposals from last time going? (Ask evaluation questions.)
Thumbs up/down/sideways for each proposal.
(Proposals with no thumbs down move forward to the next column. Thumbs-downed proposals go back into *What's happening*.)

5. **Read *What's happening* and *Needs***
(Read aloud the topics for the meeting. Connect them to needs.)

6. **Problem-solving round**
(In larger groups, break out into groups of 5-10 children.)
(Set the timer. Work on one issue for 10 minutes.)
How can we solve the problem or take the opportunity?

7. **Synthesize the proposal**
(Synthesize the proposal, then collect questions for evaluation. Try to fit the proposal and questions on a couple sticky notes each.)

8. **Check for consent**
(Read the proposal.) Thumbs up/down/sideways.

9. **Announce the proposals**
(If you broke out into groups, join back together.)
[Your consented proposals] are the solutions we’re going to try out until next time.

10. **Closing round**
How did today’s meeting go?